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Duration:9 days/ 8 nights
Start: Tehran
Finish: Tehran






Reasonable Price
Persuasive Services
Photography
Flexible itinerary
Time Efficient
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Iran Travel Explorer

Find our location on Google map
https://www.google.com/maps/place/
Iran Travel Explorer

With over 2 decades of experience in tourism
field; we are specializing in inbound and
outbound tours from Iran and U.A.E. Tarokh
International Tour & Travel Company is an
official member of IATA and is officially
licensed by Iran and United Arab Emirate’s
Tourism Organization and international Civil
Aviation Organization. Tarokh Tour and
Travel company is best known among
customers through its commercial name “Iran
Travel Explorer”.
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Day 1: Arriving in Tehran & start the
tour
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golestan palace

On your pre-dawn arrival at Imam Khomeini
International Airport, you will be met by our
representative carrying our logo show card (transfer
information) that will direct and transfer you to your
hotel. You will have time to rest and relax before our
morning tour of Tehran commences.
Tehran is a modern metropolis town, heritages
awesome palace from Pahlavi and Qajar dynasty. In the
morning tour is began by visiting Golestan Palace and
Tehran grand Bazaar. Golestan Literally means rose
land palace. This is marvellous inheritance from Qajar.
The significant attribute of this palace is Marble
Throne. You will also visit National Museum of Iran and
Jewellery Museum. Here is the most dazzling collection
of gemstones and jewellery known in the world.
At last you will visit Milad Tower also known Tehran
Tower, which is a multi-purposed and sixth-tallest
tower in the world. You will also enjoy of a traditional
dinner at Milad’s tower restaurant. Overnight Tehran.

Golestan Palace Compound is the best example of Qajar era's
art and architecture. It is located in Tehran city center and
showcases the most outstanding royal buildings used by Qajar
and Pahlavi kings for residence, festivity, administration.

Entrance fee: 150,000 IRR

national museum of iran
National Museum of Iran, located in Tehran, aging more than 70
years, and containing 300,000 museum objects. It is not only the
largest museum of History and Archaeology of the country, but
ranks as one of the few most prestigious museums of the world
in regard to grand volume, diversity and quality of its huge
monuments.
Entrance fee: 200,000 IRR

pink mosque (nasir almolk)

Day 2: Fly to Shiraz, the city of
gardens

The Nasir al-Mulk Mosque also known as the Pink Mosque
is a traditional mosque in Shiraz, Iran. It was built under
the Qajar Persia. The mosque includes extensive colored
glass in its facade, and displays other traditional elements.

After breakfast and check out hotel you will transfer to
Mehrabad airport to fly to Shiraz.

Entrance fee: 200,000 IRR

Today you will visit mixture of Iran symbols in different
highlights. Bazaar, mosque, traditional house and
garden can be visited through your journey in Shiraz.

zandiye complex

In the morning, Pink mosque (Nasir al Molk) is
really worthy to visit. Sun lights display pink lights
through this five concave mosque and represent
eye catching perspective.Next, visit Zandyie
complex which includes Bath, mosques, bazaar and
citadel. Royal district constructions which are built
during Karim Khan Zand’s Monarchy. Overnight
Shiraz.
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Zandiyeh Complex One of the most elegant architectural of Zand
dynasty is Zandiyeh Complex located in Shiraz, as the capital of
this dynasty. It contains Arg-Karim Khan, Vakil Bath, Vakil
Mosque, Vakil Bazaar. They were named after Karim Khan, the
founder of Zand dynasty.
Entrance fee: 200,000 IRR
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Day 3: Shiraz excursion
Persepolis palace

You are going to visit Eram Garden; you
will also take a stroll through the Jahan
Nama Garden and witness its tall and
proud cedars, Hafez Tomb and Aliebne
Hamze shrine. Finally you will visit
Quran Gate and Khajoy-e-Kermani
tomb from where the perspective of
the mysterious city of Shiraz will
remain in your mind. Overnight Shiraz.

Persepolis was the capital of the Achaemenid Empire. It
was built on an immense half-artificial, half-natural terrace,
where the king of kings created an impressive palace
complex inspired by Mesopotamian models.

Entrance fee: 200,000 IRR

Necropolis (naghshe rostam)

Naqš-e Rustam, probably the ancient Nupistaš, is situated
about five kilometers northwest of Persepolis, the capital
of the ancient Achaemenid empire. As is shown by a preAchaemenid relief and several old graves.

Entrance fee: 200,000 IRR

Eram garden

Famous for its tall cypress trees, this Unesco-listed garden,
designed to complement a Qajar-era pool and palace
(closed to the public),

Day 4: Visiting the great
Persepolis
In the morning drive 1hr toward
magnificent palace complex Persepolis
Palace and Necropolis (Naghshe
Rostam). Persepolis literally means
Persian land. The glories part of tour
and UNESCO world heritage. Overnight
Shiraz.

Entrance fee: 150,000 IRR

hafez tomb

Hafiz's tomb is in Shiraz and considered as one of the major
tourist attractions. Many of the poets like Goethe and
Nietzsche has been influence by him.

Entrance fee: 150,000 IRR
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Day 5: Road trip to Isfahan
After breakfast and check out hotel you
will drive toward Isfahan. En route you
will visit Pasargadae. Pasargadae was
the capital of the Achaemenid Empire
under Cyrus the Great also the location
of his tomb is today an archaeological
site and one of Iran's UNESCO World
Heritage. In Isfahan you will visit old
bridges (Khaju & Si-o Se pol). Overnight
Isfahan.

isfahan old bridges

The Zayandeh is spanned by many historical Safavid era
bridges, and flows through many parks.There are several
new and old bridges (pol) over the Zayandeh like Si-o Se Pol
and Khaju.

Entrance fee: 0 IRR

naghshe jahan sq.

Naghsh-e Jahan Square (Design of the world) officially
known as Imam Square, situated at the center of Isfahan
city, Iran. It is an important historical site and one of
UNESCO's World Heritage Sites. The square is surrounded
by buildings from the Safavid era.
Entrance fee: 0 IRR

Ali qapu palace

Day 6: Isfahan's world heritage
Full-day city tour of Isfahan, one of the
largest cities in the world with many beautiful
boulevards, covered bridges, palaces,
mosques, minarets and monuments. Naghsh-e
Jahan Square is a famous attraction of this
city that has been registered by UNESCO as
outstanding example of Iranian and Islamic
architecture. Isfahan also has a wide variety
of historic monuments and is known for the
paintings, history and architecture. Start your
full-day city tour with visiting Naghsh-e-Jahan
Complex (A’li Qapu Palaces, Sheikh Lotfollah,
Imam Mosques and Bazaar). Do not forget to
taste some local foods and sweets of Isfahan
like Beryani and Gaz. Overnight Isfahan.
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Ali Qapu is a grand palace in Isfahan, Iran. It is located on
the western side of the Naqsh e Jahan Square, opposite to
Sheikh Lotfollah Mosque

Entrance fee: 200,000 IRR

sheikh lotfollah

Sheikh Lotfollah Mosque is one of the architectural
masterpieces of Safavid Iranian architecture, standing on
the eastern side of Naqsh-e Jahan Square, Isfahan.

Entrance fee: 200,000 IRR
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Day 7: Isfahan excursion
Chehel souton

You will visit Jameh Mosque and
Chehel Sotoun Palace. In the evening
you are going to visit Vank Cathedral
and Music Museum. Thus you can feel
the unexpected delight of listening to
Iranian traditional music when you
attend this concert. Overnight Isfahan.

Chehel Sotoun, located in the central Iranian city of
Isfahan, is a surviving 17th-century palace, which used to
be part of the royal precinct that stretched between Naqsh
-e Jahan (Imam) Sq. and Chahar Bagh Abbasi St.

Entrance fee: 150,000 IRR

vank cathedral

The Vank Cathedral in the Jolfa Armenian quarter of
Isfahan is a gorgeous fusion of Armenian and Islamic
architecture.

Entrance fee: 150,000 IRR

tabatabaie house

Tabatabaei House is a historical house in Kashan. It was
built in the early 1880s for the affluent Tabatabaie family.

Day 8: Kashan excursion
After breakfast and check out hotel you
will transfer to Kashan. You will visit Fin
Garden in Mahan. In Kashan you will
visit Borojerdiha & Tabatabie traditional
houses, Agha Bozorg Mosque and
Soltan Amir Ahmad Bathhouse.
Overnight Kashan.

Entrance fee: 150,000 IRR

agha bozorg mosque

The historical mosque, built in the late 18 th century, is
famous for its precise, symmetric architecture and
attractive appearance.

Entrance fee: 150,000 IRR
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Include Services

Day 9: Departure day
You will fly back home and leave Iran
with wonderful memories.










Guided sightseeing
All airport transfers from/to hotel
Transport among the cities based on itinerary by private car
Buffet breakfast
Iran visa reference number
Accommodation based on your preferences range
Domestic flight
Iranian SIM card

Exclude Services








International Flight
Meal (lunch/dinner)
Visa collection fee
Entrance fee
Tips & personal expenses
Landry
Portage fee

List of 3* Hotels

List of 4* Hotels

List of 5* Hotels:

Tehran: Saina /Morvarid

Tehran: Ferdowsi / Asareh /
Grand

Tehran: Spinas Palace /
Ibis / Laleh

Shiraz: Park / Park saadi
Isfahan: Zayande Roud /
Setareh
Kashan: Negin / Ehsan
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Shiraz: Ario Barzan / Karim
Khan / Royal
Isfahan: Safir/ Aseman / Ali
Qapu
Kashan: Raheb /
Manouchehri

Shiraz: Grand /
Zandiye / Pars
Isfahan: Abbasi /
Kowsar
Kashan: Saraye Ameriha
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